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Immortal
 
When God created universe
He made our choice reality:
Multiplication is a curse
connected to mortality.
 
The world blinked with its baby eyes
It had no brain to choose
It found that mother's love is nice
And chose its life to lose.
 
And every time when you see love
You make your choice ahead
To be eternal like a dove
Who dies to cheat the death.
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Interesting Times
 
We live in interesting times
Sitting on the back seat
The world is full with awful crimes
And everybody tries to cheat.
 
The Press is pouring us with news
Which damp our sanguinity
Good is always going to lose
Bad is handling all infinity.
 
In our hearts they feed our fear
And it is growing like a beast
How hope is going to appear
If we follow untrue priest?
 
&quot;Divide and reign! &quot; is their mark
With which they rule our Earth
A pack of wolfs and nasty sharks
That only eat and hurt.
 
The tyrans sucking our blood
Defending wealthy pockets
They leave us drowning into mud
Selling guns and rockets.
 
And we are waiting for some justice
In life or after death
But heaven comes when all in dust is
And always waits ahead.
 
Why people lack belief in goodness?
Why do not dare to forgive?
Why we are treating us with rudeness?
And forget our lifes to live?
 
I do not teach you to humanity
But don&quot;t believe in lies
Cause it would be insanity
To hate, to kill, to die.
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Interview With God
 
- Is there any value in my life
You asked me with some pain in your voice
- A lot of creatures have to strive
But staying on the Earth is your choice.
 
- Will I find the meaning in existence,
or the meaning will find me?
- Lead your life with some resistence
And on your own you'll see.
 
Cause life value know only these
Who created one
Your path is seldom blessed with ease
In case you track it you have won.
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